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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

D

ear readers,

have shown resilience during these
challenging times.

I hope you are well. At
last, it seems like we have
started returning back to normal, or
as the title of this issue suggests, the
‘new’ normal. We truly are creatures
of habit, and in a short space of time
something that seemed very unusual
becomes completely ordinary and
expected.
In this issue, we have caught up with
a good number of local businesses
who have embraced the changes
that COVID has brought, and have
managed to survive and even
thrive during the pandemic. Some
companies have made large changes,
others smaller ones, but in the end
that is just another aspect of business
and life in general; change is constant.
We are happy to see that businesses
have grasped the opportunities that
a new way of life has brought, and

Parasol_printing_ Abril 2021.pdf
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20/04/2021

We are happy to announce that after
a very successful first series, the
GFSB Business Podcast season 2 is
in production and returns very soon.
Thanks to all our guests and to all the
listeners too. If there is anything or
anyone you would like us to include
in a future episode do let us know.
There is an article on podcasting in
this issue, which gives you a little
more insight into the process.
Crucial Compliance, winners of
last year’s GFSB Innovation Award
sponsored by Gibtelecom, have given
us an exclusive interview ahead
of the next awards. Again we are
impressed with the high number of
applications received, it is great to
see that Gibraltar businesses are
keen to innovate and improve year
upon year. I want to thank our Board

for the continuous effort to do the
best they can for the local business
community. We are trying our best
both publicly and behind the scenes,
to make Gibraltar a great place to do
business.
We hope that this year is a successful
one, that we can put all the struggles
of the pandemic behind us and push
through into the new normal.
Enjoy doing what you love,

Julian Byrne
Chairman
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GIBRALTAR’S FASTEST BUSINESS BROADBAND

1Gbps Download & Upload
Whatever your industry, GIBFIBRE is here for you.
We have everything you need for your business to adapt to an
ever-changing landscape. Our newly launched
1Gb Symmetrical service is the fastest in Gibraltar.

Visit www.gibﬁbre.com
intouch | ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022
or call us on +350 2250000 for more info
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MEET GIBRALTAR’S
NEWEST EMERGENCY
SERVICE
By David Revagliatte

I

f you’ve still got your head in the
sand about cybersecurity take
note. According to the CEO of
Hedgehog Security, Peter Bassill,

each week there are 397,493 scans and
probes against the IP address space of
Gibraltar.
This results in an average of 16,000
automated attacks against Gibraltar’s
IP addresses. Those statistics - driven in
part by the pandemic - are the reason
behind Hedgehog’s launch of a new
emergency response service.
The Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT) is a free service that
exists for businesses and organisations
located in Gibraltar. It’s part of
Hedgehog Security and provides
assistance and help to businesses and
organisations outside of the Gibraltar
Government that are being subject to
a cyberattack and that do not have
the resources to respond themselves. I
recently spoke with Peter Bassil to find
out more about the service as well as
learn the tell-tale signs of attack that
small businesses should be aware of.

Gibraltar’s newest emergency
service
I started by asking Peter about what
exactly the CERT was, “CERT is the
Computer Emergency Response Team,
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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or as it has morphed over the years, the
Cyber Emergency Response Team. We
set it up in the early part of 2021 when
we started seeing several businesses
asking for help when under attack. We
decided to make the service available
at an advisory level for zero cost to
businesses and organisations, to try
and give back to the global community
in the fight against cybercrime.”
And according to Peter, the service
addresses an important security gap
locally, “Gibraltar, unlike most countries,
doesn’t have its own functional CERT
so we felt that we could expand our
current CERT to fill the gap until it
does. We have already started sharing
intelligence data with our neighbours
and other European countries and that
intelligence data is being used actively
to identify and defeat threats in realtime.”

“Gibraltar, unlike most
countries, doesn’t
have its own functional
Cybercrime Emergency
Response Team so
we felt that we could
expand our current CERT
to fill the gap until it
does.”

With increasing regulation around the
protection of data, I wanted to know
more about how exactly the CERT
gathers its intelligence, “We operate
a number of devices called honeypots
which pose as vulnerable machines
and lure attackers into trying to break
into them. The data we get from these
devices is valuable as it provides us
with real-time live and accurate data
of what is really happening within the
Gibraltar address space. We also share
our intelligence data with other CERT’s
globally and their intelligence data is
combined with ours to provide a global
live view.”

Small businesses in the firing
line
The launch of CERT.GI comes at a
time when businesses in Gibraltar
and indeed globally are being subject
to an unprecedented volume of
cyberattacks. According to Peter, there
is one particular type of attack that
targets small businesses, “It is typically
ransomware attacks. Ransomware
attacks are very easy to carry out and
the likelihood of ever being caught
is very remote. That, combined with
small businesses not maintaining their
IT systems, is why it is so popular.
Sadly, quite a large number of small
businesses fall for these each year.”
And there are two business sectors that
suffer the most attacks according to

9

Peter, “Fintech and Crypto are the big
targets right now. In November 2021,
it was insurance and internal Customer
Retention Teams, but it is fair to say all
sectors are targeted equally.”
Whilst it is still very hard to identify
the criminals, Peter says that the signs
of an attack are easy to spot, “From
a business point of view, there are
obvious signs. Your website is strangely
offline. Your email server seems to be
sending a lot of emails. Or might be
faced with a big red screen stating
all of your data has been encrypted.
Sometimes it is harder to tell you have
been a victim until something makes
you notice.” And this is where Peter
feels the service comes into its own by
adding value locally, “By watching and
analysing the digital traffic in and out
of Gibraltar, we have already identified
and notified six organisations that they
have been compromised. Before our
alerts to them, there were none the
wiser.”

The pandemic’s other virus
It’s been widely reported that the
pandemic has led to a rise in the
frequency of cyber attacks and
according to Peter, there have been

two factors at play. “Firstly, the criminal
elements had more time on their hands
with furlough and schools etc being
closed, this has led to an acceleration
in the development of exploits and
a general increase in the volume of
attacks. And secondly, people were
working at home and were in an
environment where the governments
and press were pumping our fear
messages continually. This played into
the hands of the attackers, making it
very easy to build highly successful
phishing scams that proved lucrative
for the criminal elements.”

The CERT is manned during core
business hours with out of hours calls
and emails routed to a duty responder
to provide round the clock support.
The team aims to respond to all
requests for help within 30 minutes
and to all other communications within
four business hours. Businesses can
request assistance for all cyberattacks
including phishing and malware. The
support services provided by CERT are
completely free of charge.

WE GO TO IKEA FOR YOU
SHOWROOM:
19 CITY MILL LANE, GIBRALTAR | T: +350 20076262
Registered Company: Kitchens by Top Design

ikeagibraltardirect@gmail.com
www.ikeagibraltardirect.com
Ikea Gibraltar Direct is no way affliated to Inter Ikea Systems
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HOLD THE LINE:

MEET THE TEAM BEHIND
GIBTELECOM’S SOCIAL
CHANNELS

By Katie Buller

I

n an increasingly digital age, having
a well-established online presence
is crucial, particularly after the
pandemic left some more traditional

forms of marketing obsolete for a while.
Even before the pandemic, marketing
was shifting into the digital space and
it is clear that the current climate has
only accelerated this inevitable change.
I caught up with Julian, Deirdre and Ellie
from the marketing team at Gibtelecom
to discover how Gibraltar’s businesses
have had to adapt to the increasing
demands for digital marketing to stand
out from the crowd in this modern,
technology-focused world.

Have you noticed social media
becoming a greater asset
to your marketing strategy
post pandemic? How has this
influenced the marketing of
Gibtelecom overall?
Although the pandemic has influenced
our use of social media overall, we
had already started working on our
social media vision, strategy and
implementation pre-pandemic. With the
advent of remote working, restricted
movement and limited access to
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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traditional marketing mediums during
this time, we further enhanced our social
media output which enabled us to stay
connected with our community. We
have continued to utilise this shift in
consumer habits to engage and cultivate
more meaningful relationships with our
customers.

How have you had to adapt
your content post pandemic
to fit in with the changing
environment?
The social media landscape changes
quickly, so the ability to adapt and
change to connect with customers is
crucial. Whilst taking care to be sensitive
to the current environment, we have
created an approachable online

presence
comprising interactive and engaging
content that’s fun and informative.

I’ve noticed that a lot of
your posts don’t use direct
advertising in favour of
entertaining content to get
the brand name out there.
Has this had an impact on
how people interact with you
online?

Gibtelecom
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Best for business!

Connection

Coverage

Customer service

Best-in-class products
and reliability.

Widest local and
international network.

Dedicated account manager
and rapid response.

Tailored solutions
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Strategic partners,
locally and internationally.

24/7 monitoring and
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To be your best, choose the best.
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or call 20052200 for more info.
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People use social media for different
reasons, but they all have one thing in
common, the desire for connection.
We wanted to create an environment
where people feel at ease, encouraging
engagement on all levels whether asking
us a question on a product or responding
to one of our fun facts, questions or polls.
It’s about creating a balance.

You share content on social
media that allows your
audience to put names to
faces. How vital do you
believe this is to building
up trust between potential
customers and Gibtelecom?
With a tightly knit community like we
have in Gibraltar, trust in a brand is
everything. Our #WeAreGibtelecom
spotlight has had a really positive
impact on our staff as well as garnering
an amazing response from our followers,
giving them the chance to see what life
is like day to day working at Gibtelecom.

Do you believe that it is
important for you to be seen
responding promptly to any
customer service enquiries
that come in publicly to
build a level of trust and
transparency?
Absolutely. Communicating and helping
our customers is a key part of our
business whether through social media
or face to face. We pride ourselves on
giving the best customer experience
possible through communication and
transparency. To do this effectively we
liaise closely with our Customer Care
and Technology teams to ensure each
query is responded to as quickly and
efficiently as possible.

How important has the
varied content styles that
you use across your social
media platforms, been to
the success of promoting
Gibtelecom to a modern
audience?
We are always looking to differentiate
ourselves and stand out from the crowd.
It’s important to us that our content
remains fresh, varied and relevant to
each platform.

How has your approach to
marketing Gibtelecom had to
evolve over time to reflect the
changing trends and social
climates?
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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For many areas of business,
digital transformation has caused major
shifts in the way they do business.
Marketing is no exception - with new
tools and technologies available and the
industry evolving rapidly, we have seen
a natural shift towards online marketing
as we move further into a digital world.

How important is it for you as
a brand to be seen across a
variety of social spaces rather
than just focusing marketing
efforts on one platform?
Not everyone will be on every social
media platform and, in modern day,
there are a variety of mediums for
people to choose from. It’s key to be
seen on all that have a relevance to
our industry and our communication
is always adjusted depending on who
we’re talking to, on what platform and
why.

What is your favourite piece
of recent content posted to
the Gibtelecom account?
During 2021, we’ve run a few green
initiatives. One campaign was aimed at
convincing customers to receive their
monthly invoices by email instead of
a printed copy by mail. This not only
saves time and is more secure, but
obviously saves on paper and is more
environmentally friendly.

We’d previously tried advertising,
running in-store promotions and by
phone and then had a fantastic response
to a ‘Go paperless’ campaign which
ran predominantly on social media and
included a competition where three
lucky customers won 5G-ready smart
phones. Although we still have some
way to go, we’ve made great progress
with over 3000 customers opting in
throughout the year. We’re encouraging
anyone that hasn’t made the change yet
to please do so. Switching to paperless
billing is really easy, simply visit gibtele.
com/paperless or call us on 20052200.

Moving forward, what type
of content would you like to
introduce more of in your
social media strategy?
We have exciting plans for the future
so watch this space! Follow us on
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Youtube to see more.
To find out more about Gibtelecom, visit
their website gibtele.com, email
care@gibtele.com or phone
+350 20052200.

ey.com/en_gl/climate-related-reporting
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How can carbon
negative become
business positive?
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FACILITATING A
HYBRID WORKPLACE
By Katie Buller

S

ince the pandemic began in
March 2020, we have seen a
sharp increase in the number
of companies transitioning

their employees from in office working
to working from home as people were
urged to stay indoors for the sake of
public health.
This proved to be a difficult task that
had to be completed rapidly and
efficiently to minimise disruption
to businesses all across Gibraltar,
and the practices put in place had
to be regularly adapted as new and
ever-changing restrictions came into
place. I spoke with Greg Rogers from
Mediterranean Computer Services
Limited to better understand how his
business has been helping to facilitate
the increase in working from home due
to the pandemic, as well as how the
pandemic has affected his own business
practices.
Over the course of the pandemic, the
greatest shift in customer demand
brought about by the changing working
conditions that Greg has seen comes
from the base products that customers
use to facilitate their everyday work.
He noted that he has seen the majority
of employees now working from home
transitioning to using a laptop for work,

ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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compared to the large number of inoffice workers who used to gravitate
towards using the PC. As a result of
this, demand for laptops skyrocketed
during the first three months of the
pandemic, followed by a trend for home
monitors, better routers, and docking
stations to keep all at-home systems
tidy and running smoothly to continue
the efficient running of Gibraltar’s local
businesses.

New challenges
While MedComp has worked hard to
facilitate the rising demand for certain
products, there has also been a steady
decline in the need for other services as
trends began to change and adapt to
the circumstances. Print, for example,
has continually suffered over the course
of the pandemic as people started to
move towards the digital space, both
in terms of advertising and business
materials required.

During the pandemic, MedComp has
faced an increase in responsibility
to facilitate businesses on The Rock
working from home efficiently. As
a result, the challenge of supplying
Gibraltar with the latest trends in
technology, faced by Medcomp for
three decades, has only been amplified.
This meant that they were constantly
juggling stock levels to try and keep
what was needed and wanted by
employees, without buying so much
stock that a change in trends would
make any goods they had leftover
obsolete.
Another change that the pandemic has
brought about is how customers prefer
to seek customer service. At MedComp,
clients have generally always preferred
to contact the business over the
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Accounting and tax services
you can count on
Numerica Accountancy Services
provides tax, ﬁnancial and accounting
advisory solutions in Gibraltar.
Whatever your needs, our team of
experienced, qualiﬁed, Certiﬁed
Chartered Accountants work with you
to ensure your business operates
efﬁciently and complies with Gibraltar
regulation.

Our services include:
Tax Services
Tax Advice
Compilation Reports
Management Accounts
Payroll
Bookkeeping

Regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission
As from 2021, accountants must be regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission in
order to provide accountancy services and tax advice in Gibraltar.
Numerica Accountancy Services has been approved by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission
and appears on its Regulated Entities Register.

Contact us today
E: info@numerica.gi
T: (+350) 22502211
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ACCOUNTANCY & ADVISORY
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pandemic trend that is very important
and unlikely to decline. Although it
was a growing method of support
prior to the start of the pandemic, it
is clear that the restrictions have only
improved online support, making it
faster, more targeted and less costly
for both the client and provider. Going
forward, Greg expects to see remote
support making up a larger share of
their support network, compared to
in-person advice, however, he did
point out that for more specialist
issues such as hardware faults, there
is no substitute for in-person support
services, and this is something that
he continued to provide throughout
the pandemic to assist Gibraltar’s new
remote working population.

Lasting impact

phone due to the advances in remote
efficiency in the years preceding the
pandemic. As caution has prevailed
and people have been urged to stay
at home, this remote method of
communication has only increased in
popularity, despite MedComp being
deemed an essential business with
shops open. Post pandemic, MedComp
are now responding to and resolving
approximately 70% of service calls
remotely.

The Covid effect on the
business
Despite the increase in demand for
technology and the business being
deemed as essential, the pandemic
affected MedComp negatively, just as
it has done with the vast majority of
other small businesses and individuals
in Gibraltar and around the world. Greg
commented that “when something
like this breaks out it affects the
pure essence of our existence. Our
routine was turned upside down. Our
freedom was restricted.” However, he
was also able to reflect his gratitude
to Gibraltar’s key workers and the
role everybody played in keeping the
Rock safe during the most challenging
months: “The positive side is that we
were fortunate to have great people in
the GHA, first responder services and
the Civil Service amongst many others
that are dedicated to serving the rest of
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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us and we are all very thankful for that.”
From a business point of view, the
pandemic did not affect their sales
as the technology industry continued
to boom and shops were deemed
essential, however, people working
from home across the globe affected
the supply chains. This in turn led to a
lack of stock, price increases and delays
in stock reaching them, all affecting the
people trying to work from home in
Gibraltar to the best of their ability.
Positive response to remote working
Overall, Greg believes that his client’s
opinion regarding working from home
was a positive one and the people and
companies of The Rock embraced
the changes and adapted well. This
allowed for a seamless transition for
the most part, despite the fact that
the fast-paced nature of the changes
to restrictions caused a bit of a rush
for the MedComp technicians to
get a few hundred workers up and
running at home in just a few weeks.
Going forward, Greg doesn’t see the
pandemic affecting their business too
much as they now have the necessary
facilities already in place to support
their clients in their offices or their
homes.
In Greg’s opinion, the demand for
remote support is another post-

To summarise the lasting impact of
the pandemic on remote working
in Gibraltar, Greg stated that home
working on The Rock already seems
to be in decline as the world starts to
move towards living alongside Covid-19,
but most companies (in particular,
larger-scale businesses,) now typically
have a rotation of staff plan in place
so that there is a team in-house and
a team at home at any given time. He
believes this is a really crucial change
for large workforces on The Rock to
survive any future Covid-19 outbreaks.
By rotating the teams, having a rotation
in place allows business to largely
continue uninterrupted going forward,
even in the event of transmission. The
pandemic has helped businesses of
all sizes and niches, from restaurants
and shops to banks and law firms, to
prepare for a more virtual working
environment going forward, something
that has been inevitable for a while,
regardless of the pandemic. On the
whole in Gibraltar, the fundamental
office environment is still available
for employee collaboration and
to customers wanting in-person
support, but the pandemic has also
helped businesses to embrace the
predominantly digital age that we have
come to experience over the past few
years.
You can reach MedComp via phone
+350 20042131 or email at Sales@
medcomp.gi or support@medcomp.gi

Shaping the
FUTURE OF THE ROAD
17

We’re Darwin Innovation Group, or Darwin for short.
We’re an R&D company, based in the UK and Spain.
We have offices in Oxfordshire, Glasgow and Malaga.
Our work with communications is helping to introduce
autonomous vehicles to public roads.
We’re currently operating the Darwin Autonomous Shuttle,
one of the first autonomous passenger services in the UK,
and we’ll soon open a service in Malaga.

We’d be delighted to operate in Gibraltar.
If you’d like to host one of our
self-driving shuttles, get in touch:
darwincav.com

milos.petrovic@darwincav.com
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LEARNING TO LEAD:

THE CHANGING FACE OF
LEADERSHIP

By David Revagliatte

O

ver the years, I have been
lucky enough to meet and,
in some cases, work for
many successful leaders.

And by successful, I mean those
standout ones, the ones that inspire
you to do better, those who make
‘leadership’ seem like an innate skill like it was something they were simply
‘born to do’. Whilst that ‘born to lead’
concept may be true of some leaders,
the truth is that when asked, the vast
majority of them have told me they
learnt to do it along the way, the rest of
them have credited their success to one
thing: leadership coaching.
Rebecca Jackson is a leadership expert
and executive coach. Splitting her time
between the UK and Gibraltar, she
specialises in working with business
owners and leaders to help them
navigate change and uncertainty. After
starting her research career on a joint
industry/education skills project, her
passion for skills and development was
ignited and led her to spend nearly 20
years working with business leaders
and their teams to help them navigate
change, design effective workplaces
and become more sophisticated leaders
of people. During that time, Rebecca
worked with award-winning SME’s, the
UK Government, the British national
charity sector and innovative education
providers, before deciding to make the
move into executive coaching. I spent
some time with her recently to find out
more about what makes a good leader
and rack her brains about all things
coaching.

ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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Taking the
plunge
I started off by asking
her what or who inspired
her to become an executive coach.
“Early in my career one of the Exec
Directors I worked with was a big
coaching advocate and some of the
habits he instilled in me really helped
me as I’ve advanced in my career.
Having worked one on one with many
senior leaders since, I’ve found that the
thing I liked the most was being the
supportive problem-solver, someone
who empowers you and makes you
feel that you can do it. I realised that
throughout my life people have come
to ask me for advice about their careers
and about leadership challenges; even
though they weren’t people I was
working with.”
But it wasn’t just the enjoyment of
helping others that made Rebecca take
the step to set up her own practice,
that decision was down - at least in
part - to a move abroad, “I’d reached
the ‘mid-career’ point and although I
enjoyed my work and had a great path
ahead of me, I needed a change and
wanted to make a bigger difference. I
had some coaching and came out of
it feeling so positive and much clearer
about everything; it clicked naturally
that this was what I needed to do. My

partner
had the
opportunity
to work in Spain
and it felt like the
right time and a natural
progression. I took a career break, did
coach training and started working
remotely with clients in the UK.”

Best practice doesn’t exist
As well as UK clients, Rebecca works
with clients in Gibraltar and often sees
her UK and Gibraltar-based clients face
the same problems. “I see a huge
amount of similarity in the challenges
that business owners and leaders
are facing to those in the UK. It can
be exciting, inspiring and at times
magical; creating a business vision,
building a team and achieving success.
But the pace of change, volatility and
unpredictability means there’s no rule
book for leaders today. Many of the
challenges that I spend time helping
leaders unpick and find a way forward
are unprecedented. There is no best
practice to rely on, anywhere.”

Good leaders vs Great leaders
According to Rebecca, the drive to
continually learn is one of the things
that sets good leaders apart from
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great leaders, “At its core, that’s what
underpins coaching; it’s the most
personal approach you can get to
development. As a leader, it’s expected
that you’ll operate at the top of your
game and provide inspiration to others
but on the flip side, you’re often heavily
scrutinised and under pressure; it can
be isolating, lonely and there’s little
time to operationalise your ideas.”
And it’s that personal approach that
makes the difference, “one on one
sessions provide headspace; my job is
to provide support, yet also challenge
you and test out your thinking. Coaches
will help you bring what you need
into sharper focus and identify what’s
getting in your way. One of the things
my clients tell me they value is having
someone completely unbiased to chew
things over within the small business
world, that’s hard - those around us
often see us in a certain way and have
their own opinions - which brings
limitations. No leader is the same
though, leadership is personal – so
whilst I find there are themes, every
engagement is unique and I love that.”

Must-have leadership skills

Learning to lead

Keen to learn more about what sets
good leaders apart from great ones,
I asked Rebecca what skills she
considers essential for leadership.
“What it takes to be a leader in today’s
world is changing, fast. It really is
unprecedented. The pace of change,
the volatility and unpredictability
mean the rule book is out the window
– the skills that got you to where you
are today probably won’t get you
far tomorrow. That said an essential
skill for leaders that probably hasn’t
received as much attention as I think
it should is communication. In my
experience, it’s the area I see cause the
most problems; often unintentionally.
Every one of us is unique and has
different preferences and needs. As
businesses shift to more agile ways
of working and there’s more value on
diversity, the ability to really listen,
give direction, build connection,
inspire others, give feedback that
drives improvement and build trust
– are all critical and underpinned by
communication – and applicable at all
levels of leadership.”

It shouldn’t come as a surprise to
learn that Rebecca is a big believer
in the ability to ‘make’ great leaders.
“Every individual is unique; some of
you are results-driven whereas others
are driven by building connectivity or
solving problems. I’m a big believer
in the importance of playing to your
strengths (that’s often when we
do our best work) so when I start
working with new clients we always
start by understanding where your
natural leadership strengths are and
what’s getting in your way. There are
challenges for new leaders and more
experienced leaders alike. I don’t
believe you need the word ‘leader’ to
be in your title to be a leader either.”

Leading through the pandemic
Since the start of the pandemic, more
and more people are working from
home and many companies now
operate hybrid models of remote and
in-person workforces. This has added
more pressure on leaders as the old
rulebook no longer applies in this postpandemic era. I asked Rebecca whether
proving leadership during the pandemic
required a different approach, “Yes, no
doubt about it. Though I think we’re
in a highly experimental place right
now and it remains to be seen what
workplaces will really look like in 5
years time. That said, the world, and
business, is changing; and leaders
need to stay on their toes”
Talking about specific changes
facing leaders in this COVIDera, Rebecca continues,
“Some of the companies
I work with have built
up tremendous cultures,
centred around office
camaraderie. They’ve made
the decision to accelerate
plans for more flexible
remote working, but with
it comes the tension of how
to retain the culture you’ve
built up, especially when you’re
hiring new team members. So
I’m working with them to develop
simple, yet actually critical behaviours,
like how to manage your team from
a distance (when you can’t see what
they’re doing), how to have difficult
leadership conversations remotely and
how to build trusting relationships.
There’s definitely more expectation
nowadays for remote working and
flexibility, and with the difficulty
sourcing talent right now, hiring
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remotely I think will become more
accepted for professional service roles –
so being able to extend your skill set to
manage in a different operating system
will be critical.”

Finding the positive
Not all covid-related change has been
negative according to Rebecca, “I’m a
great believer that every experience
brings the opportunity for learning. I
was talking with a CEO recently and he
said ‘wow, if anyone would have told
me we could take operations remotely
with a days notice. I’d have thought
they were crazy, but we did’. Yet I think
there’s more opportunity to learn from
what we went through.
The reality, like it or not, is that after a
major event, we often seek to put the
experience behind us and move on
quickly – almost the sense of ‘thank
god that’s over. I’ve been encouraging
my clients to take the 2-year mark as
an opportunity to really debrief and
capture learnings from the pandemic;
some things will have worked well but

maybe some things didn’t go as you’d
set out. It might feel fresh in your mind
now, but in the next crisis, you can
focus your leadership effort where it’s
really needed, rather than trying to
recall what worked last time. It also
can’t go unsaid that the pandemic has
also really helped people at all levels
reflect on what they really want from
work. I’ve seen an uptake in how many
people are coming to me looking for
support in transitioning into something
new. It really is an unprecedented time.”

More info at:
https://rebeccajackson.substack.com/
about
https://rebeccajjackson.com/
individuals/

Coaching for all
Equality is important to Rebecca and
she understands that not everyone can
access regular coaching, this is why
she created a regular, free leadership
publication at the end of last year, “I’m
often asked by those I speak to what
others are doing to get ahead in these
crazy times and how they can ‘coach
themselves’. So every week now I share
coaching questions, tools and models
for leaders to experiment with. It’s a
quick read, that can have a big impact.”
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SUPPORTING
EMPLOYEES WITH
DYSLEXIA
By Fiona Young

T

he Equal Opportunities

Case Law

Act 2006 protects certain

In 2016 an employment tribunal in
the UK found Meseret Kumulchew had
been discriminated against after making
mistakes due to her difficulties with
reading, writing and telling the time.

characteristics from being
discriminated against or

treated less favourably than others.
One of the protected characteristics is
disability.
Disability is defined as:
(a) a physical or mental impairment
which has a substantial and long term
adverse effect on a person’s ability to
carry out normal day to day activities
Dyslexia is widely recognised as a
condition that does have substantial
long term adverse effects on a
person’s ability to carry out normal
day to day activities. It is now widely
understood and accepted that a person
with dyslexia should be afforded the
protection offered under the Equal
Opportunities Act. Employment law
now specifically requires an employer
to make reasonable adjustments to
fairly accommodate anyone they
employ who has dyslexia. An employer
can be found to have discriminated
against someone with dyslexia if
they have failed to make reasonable
adjustments to accommodate it and
enable the person to best perform their
role.
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She was given lesser duties at her
branch in London and told to retrain,
which left her feeling suicidal. As a
supervisor at Starbucks at Clapham
Junction, in south-west London, Ms
Kumulchew was responsible for taking
the temperature of fridges and water at
specific times and entering the results
in a duty roster. She was accused
of falsifying the documents after
mistakenly entering wrong information.
The tribunal found Starbucks had failed
to make reasonable adjustments for
Ms Kumulchew’s disability and had
discriminated against her because of
the effects of her dyslexia.
It also found she had been victimised by
her employer and there appeared to be
little or no knowledge or understanding
of equality issues.
The British Dyslexia Association
estimates that one in ten people have
Dyslexia to some degree. In this case
the Tribunal was highly critical of the
employer’s approach and handling of
the Claimant’s disability. Even though

they were aware of her dyslexia they
had failed to provide her with support
and assistance she required putting her
at a considerable disadvantage.
More recently in the case of Bulloss v
Shelter, a tribunal awarded a claimant
£28,000 compensation for disability
discrimination. In this case Mr Bullos
worked as a helpline advisor for a
charity. He was moved to work on
the web chat but was criticised by his
supervisor for failings with his spelling
and grammar. Although customer
feedback was good - he was removed
from his duties and told to return to
telephone advisory work. This gave
him anxiety and he went on sick leave
during which time he was diagnosed
formally with dyslexia. He informed
his employer and expressed a desire
to return to the web support role.
His employer refused and Mr Bulloss
resigned and brought a claim for unfair
dismissal and disability discrimination.
The Judge felt that while Shelter had
a discretion to deploy Bulloss where it
thought fit, it should not have sought
to avoid its duty to make reasonable
adjustments by only considering
telephone work. This is because
Bulloss’s job description included
both telephone and web-chat work,
and so denying him the reasonable
adjustments that could help him do a
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part of his job was not acceptable. This
is especially the case as he had wanted
to benefit from improving his skills
and experience in web-chat advice, to
improve his career prospects.

What can be done?
Employers need to work cooperatively
with their staff to ensure they are
aware of any issues an employee may
be experiencing with communication,
reading, writing or general fatigue that
may be attributable to dyslexia. Where
dyslexia has been diagnosed and the
employee has informed the employer of
this, reasonable adjustments should be
made including (but not limited to):
Allowing additional time for tasks to
be completed, providing spoken word
facilities for instructions or documents
where possible, providing tasks that
do not require spontaneous reading
or specific written requirements (such
as grammatical or spelling accuracy),
exploring strengths and skill sets with
the employee that can be utilised within
the workplace (such as creativity,
manual ability etc); providing additional
training and specialist equipment where
appropriate.
Where dyslexia has not been identified
but could be a potential factor,
employer’s have the right to ask the
employee to undergo an assessment
and provide further evidence in order
to assist them in making reasonable
adjustments. Some employers may pay
for this but this is not a prerequisite and
an employee may be advised to obtain
an assessment at their own cost if it will
assist them to persuade their employer
to make the necessary adjustments.
EY has done some great work in
looking at Dyslexia in the workplace.
To find out more about their findings
please visit: how-dyslexic-capabilitiescan-help-organisations-of-the-future
Here are two reports they have produced
in collaboration with Made by Dyslexia:
ey-the-value-of-dyslexia-dyslexicstrengths-and-the-changing-world-ofwork.pdf

ey-the-value-of-dyslexia-dyslexiccapability-and-organisations-of-thefuture.pdf

Dyslexia in Schools
Under the Gibraltar Equal Opportunities
Act 2006 (s39) “it is unlawful for the
responsible body of an educational
establishment, to discriminate against
a person on an equal opportunities
ground in the way it affords him access
to any benefit; either by refusing, or
deliberately omitting to afford, him
access to a benefit; by excluding
him from the establishment; or by
subjecting him to any other detriment.”
Under section 41 It is unlawful for the
Department of Education and Training,
in the exercise of its functions under
the Education and Training Act, to do
any act which constitutes discrimination
or harassment of a person on an equal
opportunities ground.
In plain English - just as employers do,
schools have a duty to explore the
possibility of dyslexia with a student
and their parents; examine the impact
a diagnosis of dyslexia may have on
that student and their ability to learn
within the school environment and to
make any appropriate adjustments as
can reasonably be made. These would
include: providing additional equipment
(such as a laptop to type on instead
of submitting written work); providing
extra time for work submission and
completion of examinations/test;
providing a support member of staff to
assist with reading or comprehension in
class and keeping regular reviews and
progress updates with team members
and parents of the student. Most
schools now have excellent SEN teams
to provide these services and ensure
they do not fall foul of the law.
Finally, Gibraltar has committed to the
Made by Dyslexia (MBD) Pledge in 2019
with the Chief Minister stating that “ is
important that as an inclusive society
we value dyslexic minds and provide
the necessary support for dyslexics to
thrive.”

This should be promoted in schools
and in workplaces to ensure that we
can benefit from the value and skill
that people with dyslexia are able to
contribute to society.
Here is the link to the one hour free
online training the MBD Pledge offers
https://aka.ms/MECMadeByDyslexia
On this note and as final evidence
to demonstrate what people with
dyslexia are able to achieve if correctly
supported, here are a few celebrities
who all have varying degrees of
dyslexia:
Richard Branson, Theo Paphitis
(Entrepreneurs),
Orlando Bloom, Daniel Radcliffe, Keira
Knightly, Tom Cruise, Whoopi Goldberg
(actors)
Jamie Oliver (celebrity chef)
Steven Spielberg and Guy Ritchie
(Directors)

Article by Fiona Young an Employment
Lawyer and Advisor at Ince Gibraltar.
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THE EVENT INDUSTRY
IN POST-PANDEMIC
GIBRALTAR
By Katie Buller

I

t is no secret that over the course of
the pandemic, one of the hardest hit
sectors has been the event planning
industry. I was keen to discover

more about how these businesses
that are so heavily reliant on people
being able to get together have
been affected by the restrictions. So,
for this interview, I spoke to Monica
Coumbe of Hour Weddings & Events
about how she has had to adapt her
business strategy to be able to survive.
From remote meetings, increased
social media presences and running
virtual events, we take a look behind
the scenes at how a people-focused
industry has learnt to adapt to survive.

The past few years have been
really challenging for eventsbased businesses. How has
the pandemic affected your
business?
There were two sides to this, corporate
events were cancelled and weddings
were postponed which meant we had
more time to nurture our wedding
clients, but we didn’t know when they
would be getting married in these
uncertain times, nor could we employ
more staff as we didn’t know what to
expect.
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At the height of the pandemic,
did you move into running
virtual events for your clients?
How was that experience?
Yes, we had to look for alternative
ways to continue offering innovative
events, so we did online comedy and
online cooking courses, which was quite
a lot of fun and created a team spirit.
Memorable events don’t just happen.
They happen to be our business.

The events industry is starting
to bounce back, how have you
had to adapt your events to
the current climate?
It definitely bounced back in full force
last June and it was a super intense
period for all the postponed weddings.

Then all of a sudden the corporates, like
sleeping giants, woke up and wanted
events left, right, and centre in their
offices in Gibraltar as well as in other
venues. Of course, we were extremely
excited to create and execute once
again!
In the middle of all this commotion, we
were appointed to be the liaison for a
national television production that was
filming numerous weddings which will
be featured in a few months’ time. We
saw this as an excellent opportunity
to promote Gibraltar internationally,
something that we constantly do to the
best of our ability.
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We organised “welcome back”
events for several corporate clients
as their employees returned to their
offices. Throughout this period we
obviously had to follow the rules and
recommendations surrounding larger
gatherings of people which certainly
complicated matters as the situation
constantly changed, making it hard
to plan ahead. Unlike Boris, we did
our best to stay up-to-date with the
policies!

Have you noticed a change in
the trends of what clients want
from their special day postpandemic?
It varies depending on the couple,
for some people it has become very
important for the event to be more
intimate, while for other people they
want the event to be bigger and more
of a party, I think everyone reacts to the
difficulties of lockdown differently and
that shows in the way they prioritise the
different aspects of their special day.

Since restrictions have eased,
have you seen a surge in
demand for events due to pent
up demand over lockdown? Or
have you noticed that people
are still too cautious?
The corporates are very respectful
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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and cautious about their employees,
so not until the government gave the
go-ahead, they called us and they went
full-on and we created amazing parties
as well as mini-events in their offices to
uplift the teams’ spirits. On the wedding
side of things there has been a definite
surge, we had a good level of business
with a mix of big and small weddings,
plus we added to that the backlog of
weddings that were postponed during
the lockdown.

I notice that you are very
active in promoting your brand
on social media. Has the way
you interact with potential
clients online changed since
the pandemic?
Yes totally, we pay more attention to
our online presence, and we could do
so much more if we only had the time.
We also interact with clients online
more than ever, video calls are a huge
part of how we operate, it’s far more

personal than a call or email and allows
us to get to know our clients better as
well as for them to get to know us of
course!
In Gibraltar we are lucky enough to
have lovely weather and a variety
of outdoor venues. Did having these
outdoor options help you to get back
up and running more easily?
Absolutely, our home is a gem. We
have ideal venues both for weddings
and corporate events. A lot of people
ask for outdoor venues, even more so
now following the pandemic.

Since and during the
pandemic, a lot of businesses
have had to transition into
remote meetings and support.
Have you had to conduct
meetings remotely or were
you still able to be hands-on
face to face?
For us, looking for solutions is our
motto. We always want to have a close
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relationship with our clients, many of whom do not live in
Gibraltar. We have online meetings with these destination
wedding clients, it’s so much more personal than an email
or phone call, we also have face-to-face meetings with our
local clients and those who visit in advance of their big day.
We have recently moved into a lovely new shop close to the
registry office (still with no name!), It’s a great place to meet
all of our clients before their wedding day!

How do you feel your business has had to
change since the pandemic?
I’m really excited as we have expanded and recruited a new
dynamic and diligent team, wedding & event planners from
Italy, Israel, the UK, and Gibraltar, as well as stylists and other
important ad Hoc employees that make the magic happen.
Because Every Detail Matters!

Finally, what do you believe the events industry
will look like post-pandemic?
We crave stability, we crave adrenaline, we crave positive
energy. Life is what we make it to be, I like it to be a good
party! So, let’s enjoy being happy and we are longing to take
your fun seriously!
You can find out more about Monica’s event work by getting
in touch get in touch via email info@hourweddings.com or
phone (+350) 5800 9685.

SOLVING YOUR BUSINESS
RELOCATION CHALLENGES
Simple and stress free property and recruitment
solu�ons to support your reloca�on requirements
Reloca�ng is not always a straight
forward decision for any business, it
can be one of the biggest challenges.
At Property Promise and Purple Chilli
we know that, which is why our team
of dedicated property and recruitment
specialists want to make any
reloca�on requirement as simple and
stress free as possible, allowing you to
relax knowing you are in safe hands.
propertypromise.gi

purplechillirecruitment.gi

propertypromise

purplechillirecruitment

+350 200 40415

+350 200 67931

RAPID
TRANSFORMATIONAL
THERAPY
GET IN TOUCH
T: +350 54071805
E: kerryallentherapy@gmail.com
Instagram: @ kerry_allen_therapy

www.kerryallentherapy.com

A hybrid of Psychotherapy,
Hypnotherapy, CBT and
Neuroscience principles.

Can help with…
•
•
•
•
•

Stress Reduction
Anxiety
Fear of Public Speaking
Self Esteem
& more

You are enough....be you
intouch
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WHAT
CHANGES
HAS THE
PANDEMIC
BROUGHT TO
GIBRALTAR?

I

n the last couple of years, the world has been a strange and at times downright
scary place to be. The COVID pandemic has brought about many changes for all
of us, and in some instances, things have changed forever. But what about if we
could find some positives out of the chaos, some light in the tunnel? The ‘new

normal’ looks like it’s here to stay but could it be that it is better than our previous
one?
In this section, Katie, David and I will be exploring what positive changes and differences
the pandemic may have brought to Gibraltar. We meet the businesses shifting the way
we view our health and fitness, the type of events we will attend, how we look, our eating
habits, the uptake of alternative medicinal products and even the way we work.
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MODERN VEGANISM MEETS
LLANITO TRADITION
ON THE ROCK
By Leanne Rocca

H

ealth and well-being have
become increasingly
important in our daily lives.
Many of us would like to take

a new approach to our eating habits,
with vegetarianism and veganism
becoming more popular options each
day. I met with Justin Bautista, author
of the rock-wide famous ‘Mama Lotties
Cookbook’ which features traditional
Gibraltarian recipes, to discuss the
launch of his latest release ‘Mama

How long has it taken you
to get the book ready for
release?
It took me around two years to put
the book together, which involved
a great deal of research and a lot of
trial and error. Aside from just fresh
new recipes, my aim was to offer
alternatives to the traditional Gibraltar
favorites so that we may still connect
and enjoy recipes that we have grown
up with, which have now been adapted
to modern day life.

Lotties Vegan Cookbook’.

Hi Justin, please tell me
more about your new vegan
cookbook ‘Mama Lotties
Vegan Cookbook’
I have wanted to put this book
together for a very long time now.
My hope is that everyone can learn
to enjoy cooking at home. Catering
for vegans or those willing to add
more vegan alternatives to their diets
has been a goal of mine for several
years. I would like to show people that
eating fresh and well does not have
to be complicated. There are many
things to be made with the everyday
ingredients we find in our cupboards.
What greater pleasure is there than to
cook for yourself, or especially others,
and enjoy a meal together knowing that
what’s in front of you has helped the
environment around you?
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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The book is written, prepared, designed
and photographed by me which makes
it very time consuming, but it is all
worthwhile. The fact that the book has
been so well received it makes you feel
all the hard work paid off.

How you think veganism has
perhaps increased since the
pandemic the fact that people
would like to be healthier?
When I first began preparing the book,
and up to the point of its release; I
really had no idea (speaking from a
local perspective) how much veganism
had actually settled itself into people’s
lifestyle. It’s great to see how open
people have been to trying new things,
particularly the younger generations. I
feel this has alot to do with the impact
on climate change and conversations
that are being had in schools and on

television. Documentaries have also
played a big part in raising awareness
of the benefits of veganism. Shows such
as Seaspiracy and wildlife presenters
such as Sir David Attenborough are
constantly sending the message out
that we must change our ways of
living or we will have no world left. I
do believe that, although we still have
a long way to go as a species, the
message is definitely coming across
and sinking in. Since the pandemic
many more people have been surprised
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by their skills in the kitchen, given that
many were stuck at home with not
much to do during the lockdowns. It
is no surprise to me that their hidden
kitchen talents flourished; as well as
the desire to try new things which
people may not have considered with
such busy routines and lifestyles prepandemic.
The pandemic as a whole has changed
the way many treat themselves and life,
and radical changes in lifestyle habits
have had an impact in the way people
eat, adding more vegan options to their
meals than they may have considered
in the past. Particularly now that
more information on the benefits and
nutrition values are more mainstream
and known in society.

How would you like to see
restaurant’s and café’s in
Gibraltar adopting veganism
into their menus?
I have seen more restaurants locally
incorporate vegan dishes to their
menus and are now adapting their
dishes around consumer needs. In
general it would be great to see local
dishes take centre stage in some
restaurant menus, vegan or non. Why
not add torta de acelga to the starters,
or some rosto to the pasta section for
example. I have seen Rolitos in Little
Rock’s menu which is always nice to see
and witness tourists try something new
and traditional to Gibraltar.
Veganising these recipes does not have
to be complicated but it goes a long
way to sharing our heritage in an allinclusive way suitable for everyone.

How do you think veganism
can benefit the people of
Gibraltar?
Like any diet, being vegan alone is
not going to have a radical change.
Recycling habits, exercise and other
elements need to be adapted and
improved too. However, having more
vegan recipes as part of your daily/
weekly intake may help both individuals
and the local health system. Gibraltar
has an overwhelmingly large amount
of our community on medication
and adapting to a more natural and
healthier diet may help to alleviate
some of these issues. It would be great
to see businesses expand and produce
their own agriculture. We are limited in
space but why not open ourselves the
possibility of vertical farming.

Finally, any advice to anyone
who picks up your new book
and is considering becoming
vegan?

His collection of recipe books are also
available to be purchased locally at
Eroski, Khubchands and in The Heritage
Trust Shop.

For anyone thinking of becoming
vegan or adding vegan meals to their
meal times I would advise just to start
slow. Try a new dish a week, perhaps
initially go vegetarian and slowly cut
elements and substitute
items. There are many
research opportunities
online and suggestions
to help and there’s
always the possibility of
joining an online group
for support where you
can share ideas for
meals and products.
So there we have it; a
small change in your
diet can make a big
difference overall, and
I look forward to trying
out some of Mama
Lottie’s delicious vegan
alternatives!
With thanks to Justin
Bautista.
Justin’s book of
delicious meal ideas is
out now, and all of his
titles are available on
his website
www.mamalotties.com
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BYBU AESTHETICS
CHANGING THE FACE (AND
BODY!) OF GIBRALTAR
By Leanne Rocca

I

n our ever-changing social-media
driven world, the desire to achieve
that perfect photograph has become
the norm. And with applications such

as Instagram becoming increasingly
popular by the day, being surrounded
by beautiful models and influencers
online I am sure has led more than
a few of us to contemplate what we
would perhaps change about ourselves
if the option arose.
With many procedures becoming
much more affordable and achievable,
cosmetic surgery is often quite as
commonly seen as a new set of veneers.
With video-calls and photosharing becoming a way of daily
communication and the simple joys of
things such as holidays and after-work
drinks removed from our lives due to
the Covid Pandemic, it has led to a
spike in members of society finding
happiness by doing some inner; and
quite often outer, work.
I sat down to talk with Rebecca Seed,
owner and founder of Bybu Aesthetics;
and creator of natural and subtle face
and body alterations.

So Rebecca,
tell me a bit
about how
Bybu became
established here
in Gibraltar?
I moved to Gibraltar
around four years
ago and after settling
in with my three
children, I opened
my business BYBU
aesthetics. It was a
bit of a leap of faith
as I did not know
many people in
Gibraltar. However
my worries were
short-lived as before I knew it I had a
multitude of lovely and loyal customers
and I have not looked back since! I
started Bybu completely alone in a
small premises in Horse Barrack Court
but have slowly expanded and now we
have four members of staff, a much
larger premises, and an ever-expanding
array of treatments.

How did the Covid Pandemic
affect your relatively new
business?
I was extremely lucky in the fact that
when the pandemic first hit, I already
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had a loyal clientele base, and although
the first lockdown was very hard, on me
personally and on the business; when
we re-opened I found that people were
desperate to get back to normal and
treat themselves. Later in that year
we moved into our current premises
and settled in just before the second
lockdown, which was fantastic to have
seen the business grow in these hard
times. This time when the lockdown
came around were far more prepared
and so were our customers, so we were
double-booked right up until Christmas
knowing that lockdown was imminent!
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Did you find any benefits at all
in the pandemic?
We took advantage of some of the
offers from manufacturers because
of Covid and invested in some new
machines, so we would have them
when we reopened. It allowed us time
to forward plan for the next big things
to come from Bybu!

What changes have you
noticed in society and people
in general since the Covid
pandemic began almost two
years ago?’
Since Bybu reopened after the second
lock-down; we have noticed that people
are looking after themselves better and
prioritising the importance of looking
after their wellbeing. This is in regard
to both facial treatments and body
treatments. One of our most popular
treatments during the pandemic has
been fat and cellulite reduction, and this
continues to be very popular for both
men and women.

And were there any particular
treatments increasingly takenup which you think may have
been pandemic related?
Facial treatments became increasingly
popular while mask-wearing was still
obligatory in public places and inside
venues. The masks caused havoc with
many people’s skin by not allowing it
to breathe correctly and we had many
detoxifying facial offers to help people
with a new skincare routine.

Do you think working-fromhome and using the likes of
Teams and Zoom calls daily
could also have increased
people’s interest in aesthetics?
Definitely, yes. We also had a huge
increase in lip fillers while masks were
still in place, which perhaps we would
not have expected! But that is most
likely due to video meetings and
perhaps having more time to look at
ourselves. We have also had a much
larger growth in male customers since
the pandemic started and many people
have said they have visited after seeing
themselves on zoom!

There has also been a large
increase in the sale of skincare
products, treatments and
peoples overall interest in the
wellbeing of their skin. Do you
think the younger generation

are realising the importance
of skin care much sooner than
those before them?
The thing about your skin is that the
earlier you start to look after it, the
better you will age. In the past, many
people have left it a bit late, but we
are noticing many younger clients
starting with aesthetic procedures and
keeping-up their skin maintenance
with regular facials. We have many
treatments on offer at BYBU from
basic deep-cleansing facials to the
newest Ultraforma III HIFU treatment
and Fractional Radiofrequency with
needling.

What would you say the most
popular treatment you have
found to be at Bybu?
It is difficult to say what the most
popular treatment is, as it depends
on the age of the client and the time
of year, but currently we are doing
lots of Plasmapen fibroblast nonsurgical treatments for skin tightening,
especially on eyes and tummies, as well
as laser hair removal which is always
one for the winter months. We do a
mixture of non-cosmetic and cosmetic
procedures at BYBU and it depends on
the client, their needs, and their budget.
In general, most clients do a mixture
of both. We really do have an option
available for everyone.

new aesthetic machines as I can. My
team and I are always training in new
treatments so that we can give the
best variety of options to our clients.
This coming year is all about keeping
your skin healthy and hydrated and of
course protecting it from the elements.
We will be seeing more natural lips,
with just a hydrating plump instead of
the fuller pout coming back in.
Bottoms are still big though; and our
EM Bodysculpt machine will be working
overtime before the bikinis come out
in a few months to give our clients that
non-surgical bum lift!
I for one am looking forward to
seeing what exciting new aesthetics
procedures Bybu bring to Gibraltar in
2022!
With special thanks to Rebecca Seed
and Bybu Aesthetics.
If you would like further information or
a consultation at Bybu you can contact
them at at their address:
Bybu Aesthetics, Suite 5, 15 Horse
Barrack Court, 9 Horse Barrack Lane,
Gibraltar or on their telephone number
+350 540 68245. Alternatively you
can message the clinic directly on their
Facebook page or at www.bybu.co.uk

And now we are at the closerend of the pandemic, what
predictions do you have for
the ‘new-normal’ procedures
and trends going into 2022?
I am always keeping an eye on what’s
coming next in the industry, and as
well as investing in as many of the
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HEMPIRE PAVING THE WAY
FOR MEDICINAL CANNABIS
HERE IN OUR SMALL CORNER
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
By Leanne Rocca

O

ver the recent years we
have seen a huge growth
in research and interest
into Medicinal Cannabis

and its properties. In December 2021
we saw the United Nations 53 member
states remove cannabis from their
central drug policy where it has been
placed for 59 years. These strict control
measures have generally discouraged
the use of the plant for medicinal
purposes; however this declassification
could now bring about big changes in
the way the product is viewed.
I spoke to Naydan Porro, CEO and
co-founder of Hempire to find out a
bit more about the industry and its
products.

So Naydan, can you give me
some background into yourself
and how you founded the
company?
Sure. So I’ve been working in the
cannabis industry for over a decade
now, with particular focus on cultivation
and general operations. In 2015, I
founded the Medicinal Cannabis
Society, which was aimed at raising
awareness for medicinal cannabis use,
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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and then in 2017 I founded Hempassion,
which was dedicated to promoting
CBD products, although I have since
departed the company.
I’ve also worked abroad for a few
years, directing operations for Licensed
Producers of medicinal cannabis in
other jurisdictions.
Naydan then teamed-up with Cofounder of Tag Consultancy and
Certified Chartered Accountant, Mark
Tewkesbury in 2020 to create Hempire.
Then at the end of 2020, I co-founded
Hempire with my business partner and
long-time friend, Mark Tewkesbury.
After working in the industry for such a
long time, and seeing less than optimal
practices being undertaken by so many
in this industry, along with questionable
management at various companies, I
needed a team around me who are by-

the-book, in terms of business
standards, compliance and general
competence when dealing with high
workloads, and Mark, along with his
company TAG Consultancy, offer that.

What are the future plans and
ideas for Hempire?
The main focus of Hempire is to offer
a complete package to prospective
clients who wish to operate in the
upcoming Gibraltarian cannabis
industry.
Our aim is to essentially be a onestop-shop, by providing a wide
array of services, including company
management, technical writing,
operational planning and execution,
amongst many others. Many people
know me locally for what I’ve
accomplished in this space over the
years, and we are now positioning
ourselves to be the premier source for
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consulting and operational services on
the Rock.

Do you see CBD becoming
a much more normal and
accepted health product in
2022?
To be honest, compared with when I
first started campaigning for CBD to
be legalised back in 2015, I think it’s
generally accepted by everyone these
days. Even my 75-year-old granny uses
CBD creams, and she is from an era
where anything to do with cannabis was
vilified. Also, look no further than major
health retailers like Holland & Barrett,
who now stock a range of CBD products.

And can you explain further
about your consultancy
services?
Sure, we offer consultancy services
for any company wishing to operate
in the space, from cultivation to
product development, and anything in
between. We can advise clients on all
aspects of their business, such as the
importance of the design and build of
their facility, standards and compliance
(especially pertaining to GACP and
GMP accreditation), standard operating
procedures, how to maintain security,
workflow efficiency, etc.
Efficient and safe operations are key
to any project; whether working solely
in enclosed environments or out in the
field.

And if someone was interested
in taking up your services,
what would Hempire provide?
We provide them with all the tools they
would need to be successful, such as:

Has the pandemic had any positive
effects on yourselves as a business?
“We actually set up at the height of
the pandemic, a few months before
vaccines were even rolled out. The
newfound era of ‘work from home’ and
Zoom actually worked quite well for
us, seeing as consulting services and
product rollout don’t necessarily require
face to face interaction.Although if
I’m honest, it was a challenge to adapt
to this full time, especially because
I’m a person who finds real human
interaction more productive.

What kind of products can
clients expect to find at
Hempire?
We currently sell a range of CBD vapes
and a CBD oil, all of which come from
EU certified strains of industrial hemp,
are GMP manufactured, and have Novel
Foods applications submitted in both
the EU and UK. The vapes are a first of
their kind in this category of products,
as they contain only CBD distillate with
a high ratio of strain-specific terpenes,
and our customers absolutely love
them!
We hope to be releasing CBD gummies
and CBD pain patches during the
course of the next few months, so
watch this space!

• Information on equipment
requirements
• Room layouts and designs; factoring
in security, harvest cycles, and yield
requirements.
• The correct Irrigation system design,
including fertigation requirements,
water source testing and amendments
• Tailored nutrient plans
• IPM program writing, including
Biological mitigation strategies,
Chemical mitigation strategies, Sanitary
mitigation strategies, plus the required
forms and logs
• Lighting requirements
Plus many more which can be explained
in further detail on our website.

What kind of regulations are in
Gibraltar for CBD production
and what kind of licensing
would need to be obtained?
Back in 2017, I was granted the first
CBD license in Gibraltar with the
company I co-founded.
Since then, there have been numerous
companies selling CBD products in
Gibraltar. The issue is that the license is
relatively easy to obtain, and there are
no strict standards on manufacturing,
testing or labelling, which can lead to
a large amount of sub-standard CBD
products being sold. This can be very
misleading for the consumer. From my
experience, I’ve also found that many
of the companies don’t seem to be

concerned with the intricacies of the
product they are selling and perhaps
are just following the CBD market trend.
I believe that sooner rather than
later, regulations will be implemented
locally to ensure that all CBD products,
whether intended for the wider health
market, or especially if intended for the
inevitable medicinal cannabis market,
will have to be GMP formulated and
manufactured, like our current CBD
products at Hempire are.

What changes do you see as
medicinal Cannabis becomes
part of societies ‘new normal’?
In terms of medicinal cannabis, for
businesses looking to set up operations
here, I believe we are not far away from
some positive changes being made.
This will not only benefit the companies,
but also patients and consumers, as
it logically follows that if licenses are
granted to cultivate and operate, they
will most likely also be granted for
patient access to medicinal cannabis.
An exciting time ahead for Hempire and
the world of CBD and cannabis, with
many thanks to Naydan Porro and Mark
Tewkesbury.
If you would like to hear more about
Hempire and their products you can
visit their website www.hempire.gi or
their Instagram page @hempire.gib
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LAURIE LEE KONG MAKING
US ‘STRONG AS THE ROCK’
IN 2022!
By Leanne Rocca

T

he past two years have seen
a huge change in the way we
keep up our fitness. Closures
of gyms during ‘lockdown’

meant we all had to improvise, for some
this meant upping their daily walks
whereas for others this meant popping
onto Amazon and ordering an entire
home gym.
One thing is for sure, fitness and wellbeing has remained at the top of many
of our priorities since the pandemic
began. I sat down with Laurie Lee Kong,
a personal trainer at Ocean Village
Health Club.

Hi Laurie, please tell us about
the kind of training you offer
and how long you have been
working at Ocean Village
Health Club?
I have been a Personal Trainer for
almost five years now, working at
Ocean Village gym since October 2020
and before that at a private studio. I
offer all Weightlifting training, specific
attention to Biomechanics of the Main
Lifts of Squats, Deadlifts, Bench Press,
Lunges, and Pull ups. I also specialise in
Metabolic Conditioning and Yoga Style
recovery and mobility sessions’.
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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How have you
found training
and people’s
general attitude
to fitness to
have changed
since the
pandemic began?
I have seen a huge change in peoples
overall attitude to fitness. People are
wanting to move more. I would say
there is a lot more of a ‘community’
being built through the classes as well.
The separation factor imposed by not
being able to work-out with others for
long periods of time has emphasised
the need for social interaction; and
enjoying support and motivation
from friends has become much more
important.

Have you seen an increase in
people joining the gym and
having more concern for their
health?
Absolutely, a lot more. People are very
interested in using gyms now that they
can, likely due to the closures during
lockdown. I guess it is almost like an
added pressure to get to the gym
whilst they can in case they were to be
closed again.

Did the pandemic cause any
particular difficulties for
yourself as a personal trainer in
regards to work?
Yes and no. It shifted my training to
all online via Zoom; I maintained 90%
of my clients as we had worked hard
to create a community, and everyone
wanted to keep fit in any way that they
possibly could. It was usually the one
time that day that my clients saw other
people so everyone looked forward to
it and were keen to keep it up.’

So would you say the
popularity for virtual or video
classes has grown?
Yes, the online video training trend
grew very quickly and was very
enjoyable. However, after lockdown, I
would say that nine out of ten clients
wanted to return to face-to-face
training, again most likely due to the
fact of wanting to work-out with others
again.
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Do you think this type of
training works well and is
successful for the clients?
Absolutely. If you keep your goals
flexible and based on the ‘new needs’,
which are to keep moving, to keep
mobile and to be strong. This could
be as opposed to lifting the heaviest
that you can. All training ‘works’ if
there is a level of consistency, and an
understanding that your goals are not
rigid combined with simple healthy
eating. The mental health aspect to
online training kept a valuable portal
open for those who might not have had
it otherwise. Some without family or
partners came to communicate openly
and honestly - the personal became
even more connected as everyone was
enduring their own unique struggles
in those testing times. This brought a
sense of a new relationship and support
network to the normal training.

What positives, if any, do you
think Covid may have brought
to people having to adapt their
way of training?
Overall, having to think outside the box
and to recognise the excuses they may
have been telling themselves about
undertaking training. When faced with
closed gyms it seems to have put a
new perspective on things for a lot of
people.

Would you say there have
been changes in popularity
of personal training since the
pandemic began?
All of my clients one-to-one or twoto-one personal training clients. But
what I can say is the type of training
people want varies much more now.
I have noticed that the clients put
more trust in their trainers to adapt
the training methods according to the
goals for each person whilst taking into
consideration the individuals mental
health whilst doing so.

Do you think there has
been an increase on people
having more concern in their
appearance in recent years,
perhaps due to spending more
time on video calls etc due to
Covid?
This one I cannot say I have noticed but
what has definitely happened is that a
lot of people that were in relationships
during lockdown, even the long-term
marriages, are now single and starting
to look after themselves a lot better.

Whether this is just for the simple fact
that the clients would like to look good
or better, or for stress relief it is very
apparent of its significant importance.
Fitness also plays a huge part for a
lot of people in lifting their mood or
accomplishing other personal goals, any
of these reasons can be a factor here.

Do you think that covid
pandemic has perhaps allowed
people to see there are a
multitude of ways to train not
only in the gym?
Absolutely. People have been more
proactive with finding different and
new ways that work for them. Almost
like discovering a freedom in the way
they train.

What would be the first steps
you would advise for someone
considering improving their
fitness?
The best way is to have a chat with
any personal trainer that they connect
with - connection and relationships
are the most important things when
picking a trainer. Talk to them, see how
the trainer listens and communicates as
everyone is different and methods that
work for one individual may not work
for someone else. Explain to the trainer
your goals, your training history, also
it is important to mention any injury
history that you may have- being open
with your trainer will enable them to
help you better.

What trends or growth do you
expect to see from home or
virtual work outs and virtual PT
online sessions?
As mentioned above I do think most
people will choose to return to training
in gyms with others but for some I am
sure virtual work outs will continue. My
advice and hope for individuals is that
they pick the right coaches when they
choose their online trainer - someone
who pays attention to them and does
not make them feel like just a number.
Online classes can be much less
personal, but this can work if you just
want to get moving - a more specific
goal will require proper one-on-one
coaching and planning to perfect the
technique, mobility, strength and the
right nutrition.

I think the ‘new
normal’ has
already set in
and people
have just been
discussing
more with one
another about
the types of
fitness they are
involved in and
encouraging
their friends and
family to join
them. I have noticed this a lot. Word of
mouth matters and people seem to be
listening.

And finally what would you
like to see happen for people
and fitness in 2022?
My main wish is that the older
generation, 60’s and above get moving.
Mainly for the benefit of their mental
health, but also to keep their mobility
going, or perhaps to get it back. It is
definitely possible to start at this age
and make huge strides with improving
their fitness. My eldest client is seventytwo and started with me last year
and has fed back nothing but positive
improvement about how well he feels,
his increased energy and even finding
increased stamina when climbing the
stairs.
I, for one, am with Laurie and hope for a
fit and healthy 2022 for all!
Many thanks to Laurie Lee Kong and
Ocean Village Health Club.
If you would like to contact Laurie
directly for further information on her
training plans she is available on both
Instagram & Facebook at
@laurieleekongfitness or her collegue
Richard at richard@infinity-group.gi
Alternatively you can contact one
of the groups entities at one of their
multiple sites; Ocean Village Health
Club, Atlantic Suites Health Club,
Sunborn Infinity Gym or Reshape &
Rumble.

How do you think the ‘new
normal’ in regard to fitness, is
going to affect the community
generally?
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GIBRALTAR’S COMMERCIAL
RENTAL MARKET
By Katie Buller

L

ike many industries, real estate
agents in Gibraltar were hit hard
by the arrival of the coronavirus
pandemic, with working from

home mandates and people choosing
to stay in their properties rather than
moving on causing the industry to suffer.
However, it is clear that the sector of
industry most affected by the pandemic
has been the commercial rental market,
with more businesses choosing to
conduct their business operations online
instead of in person, leaving landlords
and estate agents with the challenge of
shifting stock while restrictions are so
changeable.
Post pandemic, the high street has
changed significantly, with customers
often still preferring the ease and comfort
of shopping from home and having
goods delivered to their homes instead
of returning to instore browsing, posing a
problem for commercial landlords and the
estate agents who deal with them who
are relying on some kind of return to prepandemic normality to encourage new
businesses to take up the leases of vacant
premises.
At the start of the pandemic, commercial
businesses from the hospitality and retail
sectors in Gibraltar were amongst the
first to be affected by the restrictions
brought in by the government. As a result
of this, commercial premises such as
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shops and restaurants were left empty
for long periods of time with trading
ceasing completely for a large number of
businesses at the height of the pandemic.
I spoke with Mark Makey, the Sales
Manager at EFPG-Raine International
Estate Agents to see how he has seen
the commercial rental market change
over the course of the pandemic and how
this has affected The Rock’s real estate
agents.

The instant impact of pandemic
As part of the Covid-19 restrictions and
like many businesses, the office was shut
down and everyone had to transition
quickly to working from home. As an
estate agent, this was increasingly
challenging for Mark as he no longer had
unlimited access to all of his carefully
curated systems in order to best serve
Gibraltar’s property market. Viewings
were also put on hold and the demand
to move, both in the residential and
commercial markets, fell dramatically as
people were urged to stay at home by
public health officials.
The sector of real estate particularly
affected by the restrictions was the
commercial rental market as businesses
were forced to shut or work from home
unless essential. At the height of the
pandemic, people could no longer work
or enjoy recreation such as eating out
or shopping as they used to. As a result,
the high street really suffered at Covid-

19’s peak and businesses started to leave
their commercial premises in favour of
working from home or shutting down
because they can’t afford the overheads
of keeping premises running without
an income. This led to an increase in
commercial property entering the market,
but a decrease in businesses willing to risk
further restrictions and invest in a brickand-mortar location for their business.
Gibraltar saw its Main Street begin
to suffer as the cruise liners bringing
hundreds of shoppers stopped docking in
port and people became more cautious
about where they were spending their
time, even as the risk began to decrease.
The habit of online shopping when nonessential retail was closed seems to have
stuck and the growing demand for home
delivery has only been heightened as a
result of the pandemic. Mark believes
that a large number of consumers may
have had their shopping habits altered for
good, again causing more uncertainty for
the future of the rental market.

Signs of recovery
Despite all of this, he has started to see
an increase in demand for commercial
spaces over the past few months as the
messages coming from the government
change from one of strong caution to a
gradual return to normality. He has seen
the number of empty units on Main Street
decrease and the rental enquiries are
beginning to pick up once again.
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The other aspect of the commercial
rental market is the office sector which
has seen a significant fall in confidence
as employees transitioned into working
from home, a rule that was encouraged
and often mandated. These mandates
meant that a large majority of businesses
on The Rock had to shift their working
patterns to adapt into fully remote office
life within a matter of days. While it was a
challenge, to begin with, as the pandemic
has gone on, working from home has
become normal for many employees and
businesses, with a lot of people deciding
not to return to in-office working now
that the pandemic has ceased. This shift
to remote working has also helped a lot
of Gibraltar based business owners to
decrease their overheads moving forward
by downsizing their office spaces or even
eliminating their space entirely in favour
of all remote teams without geographical
barriers to acquiring the talent needed to
thrive.
Overall, EFPG-Raine is seeing the demand
return for office space in the smaller,
more affordable establishments suitable
for one to two persons compared to the
previous need for large spaces for teams.
Mark has seen the market beginning to
recover from the pandemic and small

offices and hot desks
are renting quickly with
established businesses
wanting to downsize
and an increase in new
small start-up companies
wanting to move or
establish their premises in
Gibraltar.
Going forward, Mark
is optimistic that the
commercial rental market
will start to get back
to pre-pandemic levels
as visitors begin to return and local
shoppers return to the highstreet. This
is particularly evident when it comes
to small office space in Gibraltar, the
pandemic has given entrepreneurs
looking to turn their passion into a
business the time and space to dedicate
to their growth and as a result, he is
starting to see new small businesses
looking for commercial premises to
conduct their operations from. While
he acknowledges that the recovery will
be a slow one due to the uncertainty
regarding any future restrictions and the
fact that businesses have gotten used to
the comfort and ease of working from
home, he is hopeful that as we begin to

emerge from the pandemic, people will
begin to want to return to normality and
in turn more of Gibraltar’s office lettings
and in particular, commercial spaces, will
be occupied once more.
EPFG Raine contact details
You can visit EFPG Raine at 15 Irish Town
or alternatively visit their website https://
www.efpg-raine.com/

Why Join?
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JOIN THE HOME OFFICE
REVOLUTION
By David Revagliatte

T

he last two years of life with
Covid have impacted not just
the way we work, but where
we actually work. Many local

companies are now operating hybrid
working models in which employees
spend some time working from home
and the rest of it from the ‘actual
workplace’.
It’s not surprising perhaps that this shift
has influenced interior design trends.
Lately, many offices have started to look
distinctly less like offices and more like
homes. They are filled up with furnishings
and flourishes such as comfy sofas,
plastic succulents, open shelving, framed
artwork, coffee tables, and materials such
as wood and linen.
But whilst workspaces start to look a little
more like homes, our homes are also now
starting to look a little more like offices.
Many of us have switched the ironing
board we used during the first lockdown
for a desk and ditched that teeny laptop
screen for a proper screen just like in the
office.
If you’re thinking of upgrading your
own home workspace this year, here’s
Intouch Magazine’s guide to home office
essentials.
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Home Office Essentials:
Furniture
Gigi Sené from The Beacon Press has
seen this homeworking trend translate
into a changing local demand, “‘In the 35
years serving Gibraltar’s stationery and
office supplies needs, there have been
noticeable changes in how we work and
definitely over the last couple of years
there has been a big increase in having
comfortable working areas in the home.
During the past year, we sold many small
desks, workstations and chairs to people
having to adapt to working from home.”
For many people, one of the biggest
complaints about working from home
is the lack of appropriate back support.
Investing in an ergonomic office chair will
pay dividends and around £150 gets you
a pretty decent one at The Beacon Press.
Look for features such as adjustable
height and mesh backs as this will keep
you cool during Gibraltar’s summer
months.
Gibraltar’s apartment living often means
space is at a premium - according to Gigi,
many local homeworkers have opted
for space-saving designs that provide
storage as well as desk space. Look out
for desks that allow you to keep cables
and tech like laptops and smartphones
out of sight and tidied away, whilst a
writing shelf allows support for screens
and desk essentials.

Last but by no means least, keep your
stationery in order and tidy with desktop
organisers. You can even emulate the
office with your own inbox and outbox.
For a minimal look go for a mesh design
like the ones shown, but you can find
more options online.

“Lately, many offices
have started to look
distinctly less like
offices and more like
homes. They are filled
up with furnishings and
flourishes such as comfy
sofas, plastic succulents,
open shelving, framed
artwork, coffee tables,
and materials such
as wood and linen.
Conversely, our homes
are starting to look a
little more like offices
too.”
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Home Office Essentials: Tech
And the shift towards kitting out a
‘proper’ home office goes beyond just
the furniture and fittings, it’s also being
noticed by suppliers of office technology
too. Netgear’s Amit Chugani saw demand
for tech designed for use at home. “The
increase in home working over the last
18 months has meant a need for better
performing technology like printers,
scanners and video conferencing
equipment.”
According to Amit, the primary musthave for home working is a monitor.
Pre-pandemic most people occasionally
connecting from home were happy
to work from their laptop monitor. As
the hours spent working from home
increased, so did the need for a larger

screen. The most popular have been a
24” or a 27” and it is essential to have the
right ports, principally HDMI and VGA and
in some cases DVD-D.
Lots of people have chosen a twomonitor setup with a dual monitor arm
bracket that clips onto their desk. Another
useful piece of kit has been a universal
docking station, so you have the flexibility
to just plug one cable into your laptop to
be fully connected to your home setup,
(monitors, network, power, keyboard,
mouse etc). Many people also choose a
full-size wireless keyboard and mouse
bundle for their WFH setup.
Zoom, Teams and virtual meetings have
become the new norm. Two essentials are
a webcam (photo attached) and a USB

Headset. With unprecedented demand
during the pandemic, the prices of these
rocketed due to scarcity. However, a
decent USB headset is back to around
£20 and you can get an HD Webcam by
Logitech for around £45.
For those who miss the ability to print
from home, there are two main options,
for the occasional home printing a
compact solution is best. HP offers a
multifunction print/scan/copy capacity
for just under £80 and for those who
use their home printer on a regular basis
should look for packages that include
the cost of the ink as costs tend to rise
if you’re printing often. HP’s SmartTank
solution includes two years’ worth of ink
in the box for around £200.

5 HOME OFFICE ESSENTIALS

Desk

Chair

HD Home Monitor

Compact desk with shelf
beaconpress.gi

Tirana Tension Mesh Back Chair
beaconpress.gi

AOC 24” HD screen
Netgear.gi

With thanks to The
Beacon Press and
Netgear

Home printer

Desk Organiser

HP Home scanner, copier and printer
Netgear.gi

Mesh, minimal-look desk organizer
beaconpress.gi
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Business Innovation
Award sponsored
by Gibtelecom

WINNERS

INTRODUCING
CRUCIAL COMPLIANCE:

THE 2021 WINNERS OF
THE GFSB BUSINESS
INNOVATION AWARD

By Katie Buller

B

ack in January, the
GFSB once again sought
applications for the GFSB
Business Innovation Award,

open to all GFSB members and existing
businesses. This prestigious award is
presented annually to local businesses
that have been innovative in their
approach to business, either in the way
they conduct their business practices,
or in the services they provide.
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To enter, applicants are required to
fill out an in-depth questionnaire all
about their business and how their
innovative approach sets them apart
from the competition. Winners of the
competition are granted one year’s
worth of advertising in the Intouch
Magazine to further promote their
business, as well as £2000 worth of IT
and communications technology kindly
sponsored by Gibtelecom.
The GFSB have continued to see
increasing numbers of applicants
for this sought-after award, despite
challenging times for businesses
in recent years with Brexit and the
Covid-19 pandemic. In a previous
interview, a spokesperson stated that
the reason for the continuing popularity
of this award is that fundamental “need
for companies to reinvent themselves
in changing and challenging times,”
pushing innovation to the forefront of a
lot of business owners’ priorities.

The GFSB’s director, Eran Shay,
commented that ‘Covid has
been a gamechanger for many
businesses. Many businesses
The GFSB’s director, Eran Shay,
have realised that they need
commented that ‘Covid has been a
to do something in a different
gamechanger for many businesses.
way in order to survive... I think
Many businesses have realised that they
the current environment has
need to do something in a different
triggered business owners and
way in order to survive... I think the
entrepreneurs to think about
current environment has triggered
new ways that they can do
business owners and entrepreneurs to
business and challenge the way
think about new ways that they can do
that existing business models
business and challenge the way that
work.”
existing business models work.”
Previous winners have included
Previous winners have included EBike
EBike Gibraltar, Hempassion and
Gibraltar, Hempassion and BuyTickets.
BuyTickets.gi, with this year’s
gi, with this year’s winner announced as
winner announced as Crucial
Crucial Compliance.
Compliance.
Speaking after another win in
2021, director, Paul Foster stated
that “Crucial Compliance was
set up to fulfil a requirement
that gambling operators needed
to interact with customers
and identify those who were
potentially suffering from
gambling related harm. It’s
eventually an area of addiction,
but you can really intervene early
and change their path, and that’s
what we set up to fill that gap.”
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we Help businesses
innovate and grow

Find us
on all our
social media
platforms!

audit & accounting
company management
aml & compliance
dlt licensing
start-ups & business development
Registration, payroll & licensing
Blockchain advisory & more
Info@tag.gi • www.tag.gi
+350 225 01252
intouch

Suite 8, Block 2, Watergardens, Gibraltar.
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Business Innovation
Award sponsored
by Gibtelecom

WINNERS

C

rucial Compliance noticed
a gap in the market where
competitors were failing to
produce the same effective

results. So, upon setting up the
company back in 2019, they decided
to build a complete system using
behavioural monitoring, AI analysis and
interaction to be able to effectively fill
this gap with a high-quality service.
Following the 2021 win, I spoke with
Paul Foster, the director of Crucial
Compliance to find out more about
how exactly the business has
embraced innovation in these
ever-changing times, and
how it felt to win the GFSB
Business Innovation Award
this year.

outside the industry and even have
Lived Experience which is a person who
had a gambling problem on our board.

How do you feel that your
business has adapted to
embrace innovation?
We set out to change the industry
one operator at a time and only
through innovation were we able
to set ourselves apart and drive the
collaboration with key operators. Our
team is constantly challenging what we
do and by innovating we can offer the
best products in the market.

Finally, what are your
hopes for your business
in general in the future?
We hope to continue to grow
and thrive. We have already
taken more office space so
that we can expand and are
growing our team size at a
steady rate. Gibraltar is our
home and we hope to be here
for many years.

Congratulations on
your win! How did it
feel to win the GFSB
Business Innovation
Award?
What has your innovative
approach to business allowed
you to achieve?

What sets your business apart
from the competition?

We have grown at a very rapid rate
because our clients appreciate the
products and innovative approach we
take. We have grown the market for
our products and driven the size of the
team.

We are all passionate about what we
do and enjoy helping reduce gambling
related harm with operators. We have
a great mix of people from inside and

What makes Gibraltar a good
place to do business for your
company?

intouch

The GFSB operates to educate its
members and help networking. As soon
as we set up as a Company, we joined
so that it would help us within Gibraltar
and the business world.

Innovation in the DNA of our
team members and company
culture. We want to be an
industry leader and so the need
to innovate is the only way to
stay ahead of the pack.

Crucial Compliance is a
Gibraltar based services
company which supports
Licensed Gambling Operators
to achieve regulatory
compliance. We have 3
divisions, Consultancy,
Business Intelligence and
Software Solutions.
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Why did you decide to become
GFSB members?

How do you hope
to embrace further
innovation moving
forward in your
business?

Hi Paul, can you tell me
a little bit about the
business?

It was an amazing
accomplishment which highlighted the
excellent work the whole team had
achieved. Being a young company
getting an accolade like this was
unexpected and it really helped drive
awareness of our company and its
products.

Gibraltar is the home of online gaming
and therefore all the key people come
to Gibraltar. It has a great mix of
skillsets and a “can do” attitude when
it comes to business which has really
helped us. We could not have created
our company, our products and our
success anywhere else!

Once again, congratulations to Crucial
Compliance for winning the GFSB
Business Innovation Awards 2021!
You can find out more about Crucial
Compliance by visiting their website
www.crucialcompliance.gi
or contacting them via phone +350
20044676 or email
info@crucialcompliance.com
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One complete solution to all
Gibraltar’s security requirements

• CCTV & Access Control
• Fire & Intruder Alarms
• Manned Guarding
• Mobile Response Services & Key Holding
• Clamping Services • Debt Recovery
Suite 33, Don House Arcade,
3rd Floor, Main Street, Gibraltar
Tel: +350 200 63699 (24hr)
sales@securitek.gi

www.securitek.gi
intouch
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THE BUSINESS
OF PODCASTING
By Katie Buller

T

he podcast has been a form
of media for almost two
decades, with the first one
launching back in 2003.

However, they have only really surged
in popularity over the last five years
thanks to major company investment
and improving technology. As such,
podcasts are now more accessible than
ever, with listeners able to easily search
for and listen to podcasts about any
topic they find interesting with an everexpanding online catalogue.
According to an industry trend
prediction conducted by Insider
Intelligence, podcasting is estimated
to be a $94.88 billion industry by 2028
with 424.2 million podcast listeners
accounting for 20.3% of internet
users by 2022.1 As popularity surges,
however, the market is becoming more
saturated as businesses join the trend
and create their own podcasts in an
attempt to engage a new segment of
the market. It is now more vital than
ever that content provides a fresh,
unique and entertaining insight into the
industry it discusses.
In Gibraltar, local podcasts are still few
and far between, but last year saw The
Gibraltar Heritage Trust, GibSams and
the GFSB all launch their own podcasts.
While there are still few podcasts on
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The Rock itself, the external pressures
of market saturation haven’t decreased
as ever expanding internet podcast
catalogues allow listeners to find their
media from any corner of the globe at
the touch of a button, meaning that
local podcasts have to work hard to cut
through the noise and appeal to local
listeners.

Podcasts in business
Podcasts are a versatile way of getting
your business in the public eye and
starting one for your brand comes
with many benefits. The time to start
podcasting for your business is now.
Entering during the peak growth phase
of this surging trend provides a number
of unique opportunities to become
recognised as an authority in your
industry. There is definitely still time to
get your voice heard, as long
as you keep your content
interesting and audiencespecific.
First and foremost, podcasts
are a fresh source of content
marketing, an opportunity for
you to promote your brand
voice and encourage new
ideas within your industry
– all while connecting with
your audience and building
up much-needed trust by
providing consistent, no
strings attached, value.
A strong and interesting
podcast with your own unique
perspective on a topic has
the power to cement your
place as an industry leader, a
much-coveted position to be
in for any business when so
many industries are incredibly
saturated in this modern age.
Having a podcast now gives
your business that unique USP to set it
apart from the crowd.

Endless reach
Another factor to consider is that
consumer trends are now leaning
towards content that is easy and
convenient to consume, with video
and audio-only surging in popularity
as time goes on, making podcasting a
sound long term marketing investment.
The flexibility of this media form is
boundless. While you need constant
internet access to read new articles and
consume social media content, with
podcasts, once an episode or series has
been downloaded to their device they
can listen on the go, wherever they are.
The reach is limitless with this form

of media - anyone can listen to any
podcast - anywhere.

Podcasts about business: The
GFSB’s business podcast
To gain a better understanding of how
the podcast has risen dramatically in
popularity here in Gibraltar, and how
businesses can still use the power
of podcasting to grow their online
presence, I spoke to the host of the
GFSB Podcast, David Revagliatte. He
provided a unique insight into the
behind the scenes set up and running of
a new local podcast in such a saturated
market, as well as a look ahead to
season two.
For readers that have yet to tune into
the GFSB podcast series one, what can
they expect to gain from listening?

we’re doing. I personally enjoy listening
to podcasts about business but found
that there was nothing out there that
was Gibraltar-centric. The GFSB has
been talking about business in Gibraltar
for years through its many initiatives
like its Innovation Awards and its
intouch magazine so creating our own
podcast felt like a natural progression.
The idea was there, but we could not
have turned it into a reality without the
support from Gibraltar International
Bank.

Launching and running a
podcast takes time and
some businesses considering
launching their own, what
advice would you give them?
Podcasts are a great way to connect
with people, but only when done well!
I’ve started and switched off so
many podcasts due to dodgy
editing or boring content.
Before I started working on
the GFSB’s Business Podcast
I spent time researching the
right way to do things - I
aimed to keep things fresh and
listeners interested, but that’s
easier said than done! I always
try to learn and improve with
each episode. If you’re thinking
of starting one, ask yourself
“would I listen to this on a
regular basis?” if the answer is
yes, then do it! Oh and make
sure you enjoy it too!

We have just heard
that the GFSB podcast
has been renewed for a
second series. What can
listeners expect when
they tune in?
For those who haven’t yet listened,
there’s still time and they are all pretty
relevant. Each episode is a standalone
interview with a different business
leader and discussion centres on
topics such as their journey to success,
business challenges and also any advice
they have for anyone starting out a
business. Each interview is unique
and listeners will learn that no path to
success is easy!

Why did the GFSB decide to
launch a podcast?
Nowadays we all consume media in
different ways, sometimes we prefer
to read, sometimes we like watching
it, or increasingly we like to listen to
it - it all depends on our mood or what

We’ve learned so much from season
one – it was a steep learning curve
for me as I’d never done anything like
it before or had any formal training!
Based on listener feedback, the episode
format for the new series will be tighter
and shorter - there’ll be a new regular
feature and we’ve got some amazing
guests lined up! Stay tuned!
You can listen to series one of the
GFSB podcast now on iTunes, Google
Podcasts and Spotify. Also keep up to
date with series two announcements by
visiting gfsb.gi for more information.
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New Member Profile

STYLE OF COLOUR
By Jackie Anderson

L

aunching a new business in a
small city is never easy. Doing
so and then finding the world
in a state of lockdown creates

unanticipated challenges.
But for Lindsay Edmeades, owner and
colour consultant at Style of Colour, the
pause provided by the pandemic also
provided her with the chance to tailor
her business to the new world of work,
and to the new attitudes and personal
values that began to emerge as the
restrictions lifted.
I met Lindsay in Irish Town and, over a
coffee, she gave me a fascinating insight
into the world of colour analysis. What
is Colour Analysis, I asked, and does it
go beyond russets and mustards for
Autumn and pink and yellow for Spring?
“There was a time, some thirty or so
years ago, when the general advice
was to wear colours according to the
seasonal palette that best suited your
skin tone. The clothes retail industry still
works quite closely to colours related to
seasonal wear, but skin, eyes, hair colour
are very personal and we have moved
on significantly since that time to a tonal
system of Colour Analysis which is much
more flexible,” Lindsay explains. I clearly
had much to learn, and I was hooked.

What is colour analysis?
Johannes Itten, a Bauhaus artist in the
1920s, first noticed that his students
did their best work using the colours
they had chosen themselves, and wrote
about the strong relationship between
appearance, personality and the colours
that the students liked to work with in
his book The Art of Colour.
This was developed by Carole Jackson
who wrote a book called Colour Me
Beautiful which was published in 1980
and made popular a seasonal approach
to colour analysis. Since then, Colour
Me Beautiful has adapted according to
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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the theory of Alfred Munsell. Munsell
classified colours as having hue (warm
or cool), depth (light or dark) and
chroma (purity or mutedness). Today’s
tonal Colour Analysis system is based on
this concept.
There is actual science to Colour Theory.
When you wear colour near your face,
the light reflects it upwards. This can
cast either flattering tones or dark
shadows, depending on the mix of the
colour and your skin tone. It is important
to know which are the right colours to
choose so that you can look your best.
Colour consultations according to the
tonal system look at the relationship
between skin tone, eyes and hair colour
in terms of tone, depth and clarity in
order to determine a person’s colouring
type.
The Colour Me Beautiful tonal colour
analysis system is really flexible, and isn’t
prescriptive, so it’s no problem if over
time your colouring changes and you
need a review. Lindsay will never tell you
not to wear a colour if you really love
it, but rather how to wear it to suit you
best.

Who can have a colour
analysis?
Anyone who would like to! There can
be so many reasons for having your
colours done and these range from not
knowing what suits you anymore and
simply needing a boost of confidence, to
moving house and needing to downsize
your wardrobe, to starting a new job
and wanting to spend wisely on your
new working wardrobe. You may even
have a very special occasion
coming up and would
like to know the best
colours to wear on the
day.
Men and women alike
see tremendous
benefit from having
their colours
analysed. Wearing
the colours that
suit you make you
look younger and
feel more confident.
Every client receives
a personalised wallet
containing swatches of
fabric to use when shopping,
which makes it far easier, and
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you’ll always have the right colours to
wear in your wardrobe.
Men’s swatch wallets include suit and
shirt colours; although COVID has
recently induced a “casual” style and not
so many suits are being worn as before,
keep a look out for the comeback of
more formal dressing!

for a meeting to inspire confidence
and energy, or cooler blue to present
a trusting, safe image. Of course, this
can be applied to any life situation and
not just to the workplace or the world
of business: the new mother who needs
to regain her confidence but has little
time to plan her outfits; a more mature
person returning to the workplace after
a period of work absence.

Is colour analysis expensive?
Investing in yourself is one of the best
investments you can make, whether for
business or at a personal level. If you

consider all the unworn garments in
your wardrobe still with tags on, Lindsay
confidently predicts that the figure
will be more than a colour analysis
consultation! The consultation will help
you focus your money on exactly the
right clothes – a saving over time.

What about other uses of
colour, or knowing what styles
best suit you?
Besides Colour Analysis for men and
women, Lindsay also works with clients
to select the right make-up colours as
well as application lessons. She offers
Personal Style Profile sessions which
help people dress for their own
personalities and body shape,
and Seasonal Style Update
sessions to showcase the
trends of the season
and how to keep
looking up-to-date.

What other
benefits can a
colour analysis
bring?
There is increasing
knowledge about the
psychology of colour,
how certain palettes or
tones suit certain work
roles right down to individual
work situations – warm red tones

In this day and age where fast fashion is
causing huge environmental problems
for the world, a colour analysis will
result in your purchasing
items that will work for
you for a long period of
time. You will be far less
likely to ‘wear and throw’
and you will come back
to those clothes items
repeatedly. You will be
more confident in seeking
out quality garments, even
those that are vintage
or ‘pre-loved’. This helps
to create a smaller, coordinated wardrobe which
is helpful when space is
limited. It also helps to
be more sustainable and reduce the
environmental impact of the fashion
industry.

Tell us a bit about yourself
and how you came to set up
Style of Colour
“I was born and grew up in Zimbabwe.
I have lived and worked in South Africa,
England, Scotland, Germany and now
Gibraltar, so love meeting people of
all different cultures and walks of life.
I’m creative, have always loved colour
and working with people, so setting
up Style of Colour allowed me to put
all of those things together. Working
with colour is so interesting and I
thoroughly enjoy working with people
of all backgrounds and seeing colours at
work; no two people ever have the same
combinations of colouring and style
personality.
“Of course, having to face the Covid
pandemic in the early days of the
business was challenging, but it was
challenging for everyone. Despite the
difficulties, it did make businesses look
at new ways of working and individuals
have been re-evaluating their lives and
their relationships with themselves,
reflecting on what they want from life
and using the time to think creatively
about their futures. Although I can now
work face-to-face with clients applying

Covid safety measures, online platforms
mean that I can offer virtual sessions
for those who cannot attend sessions in
person. Having a colour consultation is
a great pick-me-up for those who may
have lost their way during lockdowns,
who need a boost to their confidence,
perhaps make a life-changing career
move or want to enhance their on-line
look on Zoom! Knowing your colours
makes it easier to sort your existing
wardrobe and work out where the gaps
are so that you don’t need to invest in a
whole new wardrobe.”

What are your aspirations in
Gibraltar?
“To help people increase their
confidence through wearing colour.
Everyone can wear every colour, just
not every shade of every colour. I show
people not only which shades are best
for their colouring type, but also how to
wear them. Colour Analysis opens up a
whole new spectrum, gives confidence
and new-found insight into looking and
feeling your best!”
You can find out more about Lindsay
Edmeades and Style of Colour on her
website: www.styleofcolour.co.uk
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COMPETITION TIME!

W

elcome to the Intouch Magazine Competition!
The answers to the following five questions can be found within
this issue’s interviews and features. Answer the following five
questions correctly for a chance to win the following prizes:

READING
WINS
PRIZES!

Wally’s Social:
£180 worth of services or training course. 3 months expire date from the date
the winner receives the voucher.

Aphrodite Beauty:
£50 voucher to be used on products or treatments. 60 days expiration date from
the day voucher is claimed.

Beacon Press:
£20 voucher to be redeemed in one visit in any Beacon Press products valid for
30 days.

Pro Services:
£60 voucher for Professional Valeting Service, cars, jeeps, bikes etc Silver Valet
package. 60 days expiration date from the day voucher is claimed.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

According to Executive Leadership Coach Rebecca Jackson, what is one of the things that differentiates
‘good’ leaders from ‘great’ ones?
A. The ability to shout the loudest

C. A productive team of employees

B. The drive to continuously learn

D. A clear vision

Who won the 2021 Business Innovation Award?
A. TAG

C. Gibtelecom

B. Crucial Compliance

D. Bybu Aesthetics

Apart from the GFSB Business Podcast what other organisations does David mention have podcasts locally?
A. Beacon Press

C. Gibraltar Heritage Trust

B. GibSams

D. Gibraltar Dyslexia Support Group

What is the name of the company we spoke to about post-pandemic events?
A. Hour Weddings & Events

C. Minute Weddings & Events

B. Second Weddings & Events

D. Golden Hour Events

Which of the GFSB’s Board features in this month’s ‘Meet the Board’ feature?
C. Daniel Delgado
A. Blythe Reeves
D. Owen Smith

B. Brenda Cuby

Please send your answers along with your full name, telephone number and
contact email address to gfsb@gfsb.gi no later than 31st May 2022.
Prizes Terms and Conditions:
Wally’s Social: Voucher valid for three months from the collection date.
Aphrodite Beauty: Voucher valid for 60 days from the collection date.
Beacon Press: Voucher valid for 30 days from the collection date and must be redeemed in one visit.
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Pro Services: Voucher valid 60 days expiration date from the day it is claimed.
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CONFERENCE ROOM RENTAL:

MEMBERS
£15 per hour
£55 for half day
£80 for full day

NON-MEMBERS
£30 per hour
£110 for half day
£160 for full day

Tea/ Coffee will be provided.

(The room can hold a maximum of 60 people standing, and 25-30 people training).
We aim to use the money made on the rental of these facilities to develop and improve our
training facilities for our members.

Interested? Contact Us

(+350) 200 47722

gfsb@gfsb.gi

E-commerce websites

that boost
your s les
Online sales are growing every
day, make sure you join in with a
powerful e-commerce website.

Contact us to ﬁnd out more:

+350 200 45599
piranhadesigns.com

SYSTEMS . WEBSITES . GRAPHICS
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Meet the Board | Owen Smith
more different in
terms of their end
product, but there
are a surprising
number of areas
where the skill sets
crossover including
the requirement
for extremely hard
work, creative
thinking and
exacting execution.

What businesses are you
involved in?
I’m involved in a number of different
areas of business and professional
life. My principal occupation is as a
director of TSN Law working as a
barrister and acting solicitor. I’ve been
practising in the field for more than
20 years. I’ve always been interested
in practising law, particularly as a
barrister and having studied law at
university it seemed like a natural
choice. As a professional service
law is quite different to many other
businesses, one where the right balance
between business and professional
interests must be struck. It’s a hugely
satisfying career and Gibraltar is very
exciting jurisdiction to work in with
a very high volume of commercial
litigation balanced with a wide variety
of other types of work, such as clinical
negligence, Admiralty and even a spot
of criminal.
Alongside my career as a barrister, I
have also had the opportunity to run
and develop an events business, Word
of Mouth, which has given me the
privilege to create some of Gibraltar’s
most enjoyable events including
the Calentita Food Festival and the
Gibraltar Music Festival. The large-scale
events business and law could not be
ISSUE 43 | SPRING 2022 |
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More recently,
with the advent of
the pandemic and
the consequential
hibernation of the
live events market,
I have branched
out into other
areas including
App. development,
most recently launching a tax residency
app called “Overnite”. Although still
in its early days, this is a project with
true global potential, already in use in
30 countries across the world, and I
confess it is one of the most exciting
projects I’ve ever worked on.

What are the principal
challenges of running a
business?
I think the biggest challenges in business
and professional life are similar in each
of the areas where I have worked. You
need to move fast, gain experience and
persuade others that you are capable
of moving forward and developing so
that you can take on more and greater
responsibilities and grow.

Did you ever feel like giving
up and how did you overcome
that?
I think it is natural in any area of work
to have moments where you feel
completely overwhelmed both with
work volume and/or responsibility. It’s
at these times that you need to call on
the foundation of core skills learned at
the outset, together with an inherent
self-confidence that you are good
enough to get the job done.

Was it difficult at times to
balance personal commitments
and business?
It’s always extremely difficult to balance
personal and work commitments.
I think it’s important to make sure
you use your time productively and
compartmentalise where possible.
Taking time for yourself ensures that
you give yourself the best chance of
being able to give your utmost at work
and in your personal life.

What were the biggest
mistakes you think you made
in your business?
Sometimes your biggest mistakes are
also the moments where you learn
the most and certainly for me that has
been true. I’m happy to say that I don’t
think I’ve made any big mistakes in my
professional life as a lawyer (certainly
not big ones), but in my other areas
of business I think I have learned a lot
about being commercial and protecting
your own interests when negotiating
agreements. Sometimes, particularly in
a creative industry, you can be so keen
to get the project done at the standard
that you want, that you can lose sight
of the commercial value of the time
and effort you are putting into it.
Then again, I suppose it’s not all about
money.

What would you do differently
if you had the chance?
I think my time management and
planning has improved massively over
the years; if I could go back and change
anything it would be to get better at
that earlier on.

What are the achievements
you are most proud of?
From a legal perspective, I’m very
proud of being a director at one of
Gibraltar’s leading law firms working
with an amazing team of talented
individuals from whom I learn every
day. In the events world, I’m extremely
proud of what we achieved with The
Gibraltar Music Festival, alongside
individuals and companies all of whom
were from Gibraltar. We built a truly
unique event, worked with some of the
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biggest names in music (and when I say this I mean on the
professional side of the industry rather than the celebrity
side - but we also had that privilege as well), and I think we
left a real legacy for Gibraltar, because I can look around
today and see companies that were born out of, or are still
operating, using the skills and the contacts that they learned
whilst working on the music festival.

What do you think are the most important
characteristics of successful business leaders?
You have to have a clear vision of what you want to achieve,
and a realistic plan as to how to get there; know when to take
advice, and when to ignore it, learning to get the most out of
those you are working with, and how to have those difficult
conversations when you are not.

What is your favourite thing about being in
business?
The satisfaction you get from a job well.

What is your business dream and has the end
game changed for you over the years?
The end game is always evolving, and my goal is to one day
decide that I’ve actually arrived at it!

Why did you join the GFSB and what do you
believe are its greatest strengths?
I think the GFSB plays an important role in representing
the voice of our business in our community. In a sometimes
highly bi-partisan party political public conversation, our
main strength is our ability to push issues purely on their
business merits, and without party political agenda.
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PRINT SPECIALISTS
Business Cards · Letter Heads · Compliment Slips · Duplicate Pads · Brochures · Magazines
Leaflets · Flyers · Posters · Large Format · Vinyl Graphics · Signage · Roll Up Banners

L

21 Tuckey’s Lane · Gibraltar · Tel: (+350) 200 59755 · Fax: (+350) 200 59756
E. info@rocagraphics.com · www.rocagraphics.com

DIGITAL & OFFSET PRINTING · PHOTOCOPIES · STATIONERY · DESIGN

GOES GREEN…….AND ACHIEVES THE ISO14001:2004 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- THROUGH
ACTION AND NOT JUST WORDS
Horticultural contractors, Convent Garden, Convent Ramp, Tel. 20043134
e-mail. greenarc@Hotmail.co.uk

Certification Body: Verification International of Nottinghamshire, England.
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Global
Recognition

Argus is the only
Chartered Insurer
in Gibraltar.

The exclusive Chartered Insurers status is
evidence of our commitment to an overall
standard of excellence and professionalism
to our customers, partners and employees.

PO Box 45, Regal House, 3 Queensway, Gibraltar
T +350 200 79520
F +350 200 70942

E enquiries@argus.gi
www.argus.gi

Licensed by the
Financial Services Commission.
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Are you looking for local business
FX Trading soluuons?
At Gibraltar Internaaonal Bank,
we oﬀer several FX trading
products tailored to suit your
requirements.
Contact our team today at +350 20013951
or email treasury@gibintbank.gi
@gibintbank

gibintbank

www.gibintbank.gi | +350 (200) 13900 | Gibraltar Internaaonal Bank Ltd, PO Box 1375, Ince’s House, 310 Main Street, Gibraltar GX11 1AA
Gibraltar Internaaonal Bank Limited is authorised and regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission. Company registraaon number 109679

